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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, reservation of an accommodation such as hotels and resorts can be made via online booking system.
It enables user to search and book any room from any nearby accommodation instantly via browser. However, users cannot
visualize accommodation surroundings as the searching result is currently presented in a list view that consists of text and
picture.  Although some online booking system offer virtual tour using panoramic view with hotspots of the hotels or resorts,
still the hotspots are static and not meant for availability search. This is due to the difficulties in the process of creating and
managing a Virtual Panoramic Environment (VPE) where in turn; the systems shortcomings have prevented the users from
immersing themselves into the environment. This research proposed a framework of Online Public Accommodation Booking
System using Virtual Panoramic Environment (OPABS-VPE) that support virtual tour environment for online accommodations
reservation. The framework are aimed for accommodations’ owner to easily upload their personal accommodation details and
then will be automatically viewed in accommodation availability searching result through a virtual tour environment.
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1. Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) is a compelling technology which aims to mimic real world by computer-generated environment and engage
all the senses of people. By kinds of advanced human-computer interfaces and emulation systems, a brand-new virtual world is
maturing day by day with various applications, such as digital heritage, training simulation, digital carving and virtual concert and
so on. Compared with traditional graphic research, virtual reality technology emphasizes on the interaction between user and
system. For example, a user could enter and experience the digital environment in real-time, feeling like being there actually.

There are three approaches to realize the tour in the virtual world: (i) convert all the real environment into electronic models with
3D modeling toolkit; (ii) stitch the photographs of actualities into a picture of virtual environment. The virtual tour to CMU [1] is
a successful example of this type; (iii) setup the scene by 3D models combined with photograph conjoining (the hybrid of the two
approaches above). An example application of this approach is the Virtual Sagalassos Guide system by [2].
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Based on current research, stitching photographs to construct the virtual environment are most suitable in generating dynamic
virtual environment. This is due to the implementation of online public accommodation booking system that requires dynamic
update of still photo from accommodations’ owner to be automatically converted into virtual environment. Nowadays, online
accommodation booking system becomes important in the online tourism sector [3]. The most important criteria must include in
the online booking system are the pictures, location, users’ interaction and highest usability of the systems [15]. Based on the
survey, the Virtual Reality Panoramic (VRP) technique has not been widely used in the online business especially for online
accommodation booking system.

Regarding user interaction on online accommodation booking system, searching function with the use of panoramic view is still
unexplored. The searching query of accommodation availability are currently presented in text and photo only that arranged
using list view. Thus, it has limited the user to visualize and immerse themselves into the environment that will help them to
choose most appealed accommodation with most attractive surrounding places. In realizing the searching result into virtual tour
environment, dynamic hotspots which reflect to the specific searching criteria need to be designed. The main challenge in
developing such dynamic virtual tour online booking system is the difficulty in maintaining the dynamic information posted by
accommodations’ owners. All raw photos and text information need to be automatically sorted and converted into virtual public
accommodation panoramic environment. Thus, Online Public Accommodation Booking System using Virtual Panoramic
Environment (OPABS-VPE) framework is proposed to ease the implementation. It helps accommodation’s owners to post
personal panoramic accommodation image to be appeared in the online public accommodation booking system with virtual tour
capabilities. The paper also describes the tool implemented to support the application.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, related works are presented. Section 3 describes the proposed framework.
Then, section 4 presents the implementation results and discussion. This paper ends with a conclusion.

2. Related Works

Virtual Reality (VR) is a very powerful technology which aims to mimic real world by computer-generated environment. Today,
a brand-new virtual environment is maturing day by day with various applications, such as digital heritage, training simulation,
business online, digital carving and virtual concert and so on. VR technology mainly involves with user interactions and
computer simulation. Such interaction comprises visualize, manipulate and interact whereas the computer simulation gives the
feedback to the users with the immersive feeling.

There are three types of VR modeling approaches that have been classified as Geometric-Based Model (GBM), Image-Based
Model (IBM) and Hybrid-Based Model (HBM) [4]. The GBM is a traditional approach that have been developed by [5].
Meanwhile, IBM model is a conventional approach that uses resources from original image whereas the HBM approached is
based on a combination of GBM and IBM. IBM approach is the fastest rendering process compared to the other two. It
manipulate current images to be automated rendered in producing virtual environment [6]. IBM is described as one of the
alternatives of traditional VR. It has the advantage of presenting the presence of panorama with image calibration [7]. [8][9][10]
have developed application based on IBM by using the actual images taken from the real environment by using camera as a
reference.

Virtual Panoramic Environment (VPE) also known as Virtual Reality Panoramic (VRP). It is a technique that have been categorized
under the IBM approach in VR technology [11][12]. VPE is a new method in computer graphics and virtual reality [13][14]. VPE
is one of the VR technology used to develop virtual environments adapted from actual sceneries [13][20][21]. VPE capability
allows users to see the surrounding environment in the form of a regenerated view using the original image, and let the user to
select the view you want to see [15]. According to [11], VPE allows users to see, navigate and manipulate as well as enabling
access control in a virtual environment. User can immerse themselves which can let users to explore more with the virtual
environment like a real world. It can show a virtual environment that allows users to see the environment and objects in 360
degrees either from left to right or from top to bottom.

According to [6] the panoramic images are more appropriate to be used in virtual environment. Panoramic image is the result of
a combination of several images [17]. To get the combination of panoramic images, stitching process must be done on individual
images. The process is carried out by incorporating multiple images with overlapping fields of view (FOV) either vertically or
horizontally [4], [17]. Panoramic image consists of four types; horizontal, cylinder, cube and sphere [18]. [16] has proposed a
novel formula for fully automatic panorama stitching by using the invariant local features and a probabilistic model to verify
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image matches. This allows them recognize multiple panoramas in unordered image sets, and stitch them fully automatically
without user input. There are also several tools for stitching in developing panoramic image such as Adobe Photoshop,
Panoweaver 8, VR Worx 2.5, PTGui and so on. However, all of these tools required specific skill in manually stitching the images
for a panoramic image.

Panoramic images can be interacted using virtual tour. The tour is quiet similar to Google maps but different in its own way. This
virtual tour can be used on many viewing application such as accommodations, museums, tourist locations and the list goes on
and on. The best feature about this virtual tour is that user can get inside the panoramic image and immerse themselves to see
a surrounding images. It offers much better technique of viewing images rather than just looking at static pictures using
slideshow.

Instead of having techniques, there is still a challenge in using the technique towards managing dynamic VPE information
especially in online accommodation system. The information consists of text and images that are keep continuously update from
time to time by the accommodation’s owners. Based on observation of existing popular public accommodation booking system
such as agoda.com, tripadvisor.com, booking.com, wotif.com, safarinow.com, expedia.com, travelocitA.com, venere.com,
hotels.com, and tiscovcr.com, none of these are utilizing the VPE in their online system. This may be due to the difficulties in
managing the dynamic information provided by many of accommodations’ owners. So this is become motivation to conduct this
research.

3. Online Public Accomodation Booking System Using VPE

Managing different accommodations booking system requires certain compliance standard for all accommodations’ owner.
Usually accommodation information is managed dynamically by accommodations’ owner themselves through self-updating of
text, picture, video or audio into the system. However, virtual panoramic environment is not easily embedded into public
accommodation booking system except for private website linkages. Our integrated framework aims to integrate individual
updates of Virtual Panoramic Environment material in generating public online VPE accommodation booking system. The
framework called OPABS-VPE consists of system overview and detail of their functionalities.

Online accommodation booking system mainly used by users in 4 main functions; searching availability, booking room, survey
accommodation details and explore nearby attractions or facilities. In order to take advantages of virtual panoramic environment
into the system, all these main functions must be implemented using virtual tour and panoramic components. Figure 1 shows the
architecture framework of OPABS-VPE.

Figure. 1  Framework of OPABS-VPE
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4. Virtual Tour  Engines

VPE- Viewer: In order panoramic image to be rendered in virtual tour environment, an engine must be designed to handle the
process. JsphereLite applet is one of open source online virtual tour engine that can be used to automatically render panoramic
image files provided by accommodation’s owners. This image files represent the accommodation environment such as room
setting, lobby view or surroundings sceneries. Using the applet, current pan value can be extracted for supporting the virtual
tour with other external viewing direction usually shown in a compass. The pan value is represented in integer range from -180
to 180 as shown in Figure 2.

Figure. 2  Pan value of panoramic image

Compass can be used in notifying users of current angle of the panoramic image view. The angle usually represented in degree
(d) which can be taken through JsphereLite pan (x) value using following conversion equation:

d = { x | x ∈ *} or
d = {180 - x | x ∈  -}                                                                                (1)

VPE-Hotspot: Hotspot is a hyperlink text shown in the panoramic image enabling user to enter on specific accommodation page
for booking rooms or gaining more information. Searching room availability on certain criteria in panoramic map image requires
accommodation hotspots to be dynamically shown based on the queried result. In achieving this, each accommodation location
must be located in the panoramic map image using X,Y coordinates.

From Figure 2.0, X is the pixel location of horizontal axis ranging from 0 to the width (W) of panoramic map image size in pixels.
Meanwhile Y is the pixel location of vertical axis ranging from 0 to the height (H) of the panoramic map image size in pixels. Once
all accommodation locations are determined and mapped, the hotspots can be dynamically drawn onto the image based on the
availability query result. However, since the panoramic map image is viewed in cylindrical panorama for virtual tour, the X pixel
location of available hotpots needs to be transformed accordingly with the user tour pan value (x) changes. First we need to
convert the location of X pixel location into pan value using the following equation:

                                                                        Xpix = [ X *360 / (W*4)]-180                                                      (2)

Then we need to shift the X pixel location to the current tour pan value (x) using the following equation:

                                                                        currentXpix = x + Xpix (3)

Lastly, we need to reconvert the current pan value of the location into pixel value using the following equation:

                                                                     newXpixel = [currentXpix +180] * [(W*4)/360]                        (4)

Now we can use newXpixel value as the current value of the X pixel location of the hotspot to be drawn onto the panoramic map
image.
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5. Data Store

Database: Accommodation attributes in database must include the X and Y pixel location based on the specific panoramic map
image size. This attribute will be used to support availability search query result where all the available accommodation will be
appeared as a hotspot in a panoramic map image.

Other attribute need to be considered is the main URL link of the accommodation virtual tour page files. This link address will be
automatically viewed in a specific frame for each accommodation page. If no link specified, VPE-Viewer will automatically play all
the panoramic images as slide show of the particular accommodation.

Panoramic Images: Panoramic images stored in OPABS-VPE are categorized as dynamic and pre-set images. Dynamic panoramic
images are image files uploaded by accommodation owners to show room, lobby, or accommodation sceneries. Pre-set panoramic
images are maintained by system admin for showing full map of all register accommodation in panoramic images. All of these raw
panoramic images will be viewed in virtual tour environment using VPE-Viewer engines.

Virtual Tour files: Accommodation owners can also develop their own virtual tour environment with local hotspot using third-
party tools or software. They can host the virtual tour files in OPABS-VPE or other external host server. This virtual tour will be
shown in a separate frame in the OPABS-VPE of the specific accommodation page.

6. Result and  Discussion

A prototype of the framework are implemented consists of real VPE viewer on the room types, dynamic searching hotspot and
automatic conversion of panoramic image into VPE.

Virtual Panoramic Environment: VPEs for the prototype are based on accommodations location, rooms types and nearby
interesting places.

Through these VPEs, the user may visualize and explore the rooms before they book for it. The visualization of the panoramic
image in the VPE can reveal the real scenarios. Figure 4 shows the room type viewed in virtual tour environment. User can tour
the room using the VPE to see all around it including the scenarios and facilities in the room. Compass is embedded in the VPE
to show the angle in degree of the current view. User is allowed to tour the VPE up to 360 degree using mouse. Meanwhile,
buttons are also provided to enable user to interact with the VPE to change the angle of the view.

Figure 3. VPE on room types
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Figure 5 illustrates the VPE of interesting places nearby the accommodation. Accommodation’s owner can choose from the list
of nearby interesting places to be appeared in their accommodation details. The interesting places are a collection of VPEs that
provided by system administrator.

Figure 4. VPE of interesting places

Dynamic searching hotspots: The hotspots are dynamically appeared in the VPE based on the availability search that are
requested by user. The search criteria may be on the check-in and check-out dates, offered facilities, accommodation types and
location. The search results will be published in the VPE together with dynamic hotspots of the available accommodation names.
Figure 6 shows the VPE query result that enable users to navigate the result in virtual tour. Together with the VPE, traditional
result of available accommodation list are also shown under the VPE.

Figure 5. Accommodation search-based-VPE

Automated Panoramic Images: The proposed framework allows the owners of the hotels and resorts to automatically create
VPEs from the panoramic images uploaded. JsphereLite has been used as the tool to create the VPEs. Rather than the static
images commonly published in the website, the created VPEs are able to be visualized clearly and navigated in 360 degree by the
customers. In this case, the owners of the accommodations may upload easily the panoramic images captured using cameras,
video cameras, smart phones or even tablets to update the VPEs in the website.
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Conclusion

This paper has discussed the framework of OPABS-VPE. The framework consists of three main functions; accommodation VPE
viewer, VPE dynamic searching hotspots and nearby VPE attractions exploration. VPE technique is used in the framework. The
proposed framework allows the owners of the hotels and resorts to automatically create VPEs from the uploaded panoramic
images. It also enable users to view the accommodation availability result in VPE. Future related research will be on generating
dynamic hotspots into a VPE map viewer for a result that comprises wide and far locations.
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